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the final round of the season is at valencia, where marquez will be looking to secure his
fourth premier-class title and record-equalling fifth world championship. the new track is
yet to be tested by marquez, but the 26-year-old has taken to the valencia circuit well in

the past. he was third and second here in 2010 and 2011 respectively, and also has a
good record at the spanish track, winning twice before in the 125cc class. he is also a

three-time winner at the circuit ricardo tormo. the final round of the championship, the
japanese grand prix, was held at the suzuka circuit. it was the first time the japanese gp
had been held on an oval, and it was also the first time the series had visited japan since
the inaugural round in 1996. with the title decided in the previous weekend, marc, now

up to second place, looked to be the man to beat, but for the first time in the
championship he was being closely chased by rossi and lorenzo. in a great race, marc
managed to beat lorenzo by a tenth of a second to take the championship by a single
point. the italian rider had taken a ten-point lead over his teammate at the start of the
season, but he had been unable to build on that until the final round of the year, while

marquez was able to beat him at the weekend where it counted. marcs run of form
continued, as he ended the first half of the season with a perfect 15-0 record, which

equalled rossi for most wins and gave him the fastest lap of the season at the
sachsenring. although he had just two podium finishes and was two rounds behind

dovizioso in the championship, marc had the advantage of four races to close the gap as
the second half of the season resumed with another trip to france. third place at le mans
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was the best result of the weekend, with rossi and viales taking the front row. in the race,
the spaniard survived a scare when rossi overtook him at the start but was given a drive-

through penalty for an unsafe start, leaving him back in second. he held on to take his
third podium of the season and was third in the standings. a tough race at assen proved

costly as a first-lap fall ended his campaign, putting him down to fifth in the
championship. he rebounded from this disappointment with a third-place finish at brno

and was fourth in the standings, just two points behind third-placed lorenzo.
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